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Abstract—The computational performance of magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) code is evaluated on several scalar type supercomputer systems. We have made performance tuning of a three-dimensional MHD code for space plasma simulations on the SR16000/L2, FX1 and HX600 supercomputer systems. For parallelization of the MHD code, we use four different methods, i.e., regular one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional domain decomposition methods and a cache-hit type of three-dimensional domain decomposition method. We found that the regular three-dimensional decomposition of the MHD model is suitable for HX600 system, and cache hit type of three-dimensional decomposition is suitable for SR16000/L2 and FX1 systems. As results of these runs, we achieved a performance efficiency of almost 20% for MHD code on all systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The numerical magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) code for space plasma has been optimized for vector-type supercomputers for a long time because most of supercomputers with vector processors have high performance in 1990's. These codes often have achieved a very high computational efficiency (the ratio of the effective performance to the theoretical performance). However, almost 100% of the “top 500” supercomputer systems in the world recently adopt the scalar type processors and more than 85% of systems consist of the 64bit-x86 processor architecture [1]. The other scalar type computers are POWER and SPARC architectures.

The purpose of the present study is to make performance tuning of MHD code for space plasma simulations on scalar-type massively parallel supercomputer systems. In general, the computing efficiency of user applications on a scalar-type computer tends to be low (~5%) [2], although the computing efficiency of LINPACK sometimes exceeds 80%. In this paper, a performance measurement study of MHD codes is carried out on several scalar-type supercomputer systems at the Kyushu University (SR16000/L2) and Nagoya University (FX1 and HX600) in Japan.

The Hitachi SR16000/L2 supercomputer system at Kyushu University consists of 42 nodes and each node has 16 processor cores of IBM dual core POWER6 (4.7GHz, L2: 4MB/core, L3: 32MB/CPU) and 128GB memory which connects through the 2 InfiniBand DDR links with a bandwidth of 4 GB/sec per 1 link. The simultaneous multithreading (SMT) works on the dual core POWER6 processor so that four parallelized program can be executed on one processor.

The Fujitsu FX1 is often called as a pre-petascale computer which is the next-generation super computer in Japan. The FX1 supercomputer system at Nagoya University has 768 nodes. Each node consists of a quad core SPARC64 VII (2.5 GHz, L2: 6MB/CPU) and 32 GB memory which connects through an InfiniBand DDR links (2GB/sec).

The HX600 is a PC-Cluster type computer called as T2K open super computer in Japan [3]. HX600 supercomputer system at Nagoya University consists of 160 nodes and each node has 4 AMD quad core Opteron 8380 processors (2.5 GHz, L2: 512KB/core, L3: 6MB/CPU) and 64 GB DDR2 memory. As for the inter-node connections, each node has 4 InfiniBand links with a bandwidth of 2 GB/sec per 1 link.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, numerical computation techniques and parallelization techniques are briefly described for the MHD code. In Section 3, the performance measurement results of the MHD code on SR16000,
FX1, and HX600 systems are presented, and summary of the present study is given in Section 4.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

We use a three-dimensional MHD code developed by Ogino et al. [4], which has been used for studies on global structures and dynamics of planetary magnetospheres. The MHD code uses the “Modified Leapfrog” method, in which partial difference equations are solved by the two-step Lax-Wendroff method for one time step and then by the Leapfrog scheme for \((l - 1)\) time steps and the procedure is repeated. Thus the method has second-order accuracy in both space and time. The Modified Leapfrog method is a kind of combination technique which balances numerical stability of the two step Lax-Wendroff method and dissipationlessness of the Leapfrog method. That is, smaller \(l\) is desirable for numerical stability, while larger \(l\) is desirable for suppression of numerical dissipation. Based on the linear analysis and preliminary simulations, the value of \(l = 8\) has been chosen. It should be noted that the Modified Leapfrog method achieved high performances on various supercomputers (more than 90% computing efficiency on NEC SX-6 supercomputer system and more than 20% computing efficiency on Fujitsu HPC2500 supercomputer system, etc.).

As a parallelization technique, the domain decomposition method for dividing three-dimensional space is adopted. Usually in parallel computing on a distributed-memory computer, the domain decomposition is an easy way to decompose three-dimensional Eulerian variables. In the case of a three dimensional model, the dimension of domain decomposition can be chosen as one dimension, two dimensions, or three dimensions as shown in Fig.1. The computation time \((T_{S1}, T_{S2}, T_{S3})\) and communication time \((T_{C1}, T_{C2}, T_{C3})\) in these cases can be roughly estimated as follows [5].

\[
\text{i) One-dimensional decomposition.} \quad T_{S1} = k_s n^3 / p \cdot T_{C1} = k_c n^2 (p - 1) \\
\text{ii) Two-dimensional decomposition.} \quad T_{S2} = k_s n^3 / p \cdot T_{C2} = 2 k_c n^2 (p^2 - 1) \\
\text{iii) Three-dimensional decomposition.} \quad T_{S3} = k_s n^3 / p \cdot T_{C3} = 3 k_c n^2 (p^2 - 1) (3)
\]

Here \(k_s\) and \(k_c\) are constant coefficients for computation time and communication time, respectively, \(n\) is the size of a three-dimensional array in one direction, and \(p\) is the number of processor cores. Here a cubic three-dimensional array \((n = n_s = n_l = n_z)\) is considered as shown in Fig.1. To simplify the analysis, we assume that each dimension is divided by the same number of processor cores. Fig.2 shows the computation time \(T_S\), communication time \(T_C\), and total computation time \((T_S + T_C)\) obtained from Eqs. (1), (2) and (3). Although the computation times, \(T_{S1}, T_{S2}, \text{and} T_{S3}\), become shorter in inverse proportion to the number of processor cores \(p\) from these equations, communication times, \(T_{C1}, T_{C2}, \text{and} T_{C3}\) become longer as \(p\) increases. From Fig.2, one can find that the communication time of the three-dimensional domain decomposition is the shortest. It is noted that the coefficients \(k_s\) and \(k_c\) assumed to be independent of the way of decomposition. In general, three-dimensional domain decomposition is most efficient for a vector parallel computer, while two-dimensional domain decomposition is most efficient for a scalar parallel computer. This is because vectorization of the most inner loop reduces the coefficient of computation time \(k_s\) substantially. Effective use of cache memory is important for obtaining better performance on a scalar processor. Since the size and structure of cache memory depend on CPU architecture and model, it is not easy to obtain the highest performance on scalar-parallel computers.

In the MHD model, the number of treated physical variables is eight: plasma density \(N\), velocity \((V_x, V_y, V_z)\), pressure \(P\), and magnetic field \((B_x, B_y, B_z)\). In the present MHD code, an array of these physical variables are defined as \(f(n_m, n_s, n_z)\) (here referred as “Type A”) with \(n_m = 1\) and \(n_m = 5\) being \(N\) and \(P\), \(n_m = 2\) being \(V_x, n_m = 3\) being \(V_y, n_m = 4\) being \(V_z\), etc. \(n_s, n_c,\) and \(n_z\) are the array size in \(x, y,\) and \(z\)-direction, respectively. Since these physical variables on the same grid point are used repeatedly in computation, an array defined as \(f(n_m, n_s, n_c, n_z)\) (here referred as “Type B”) is considered to be more effective for the cache hit. In the present study, we evaluate performance

![Fig. 1. Schematics of three kinds of the domain decomposition methods. (1) One-dimensional domain decomposition in z-direction. (2) Two-dimensional in y- and z-directions. (3) Three-dimensional domain decomposition.](image-url)
of both Type A and B on scalar processors. If the Type B is suitable for the computer systems, then it is believed that the performance is followed by Eqs. (1) - (3) and Fig. 2.

III. RESULTS

We use the array of 64 MB/core for the computational domain and additionally 192 MB/core for workspaces for computing the MHD equations with the Modified Leapfrog method.

To minimize the communication time, we use a buffer array which stores all the boundary data for inter-core and inter-node communications. In these communication processes, the “MPI_sendrecv” function is adopted because MPI_sendrecv is a bidirectional communication function which includes both sending data and receiving data in one process. The other communication functions, for example pairs of MPI_send/MPI_isend and/or MPI_irecv/MPI_recv, need two processes for each sending and receiving processes. It is also noted that the MPI_sendrecv function is usually optimized on each supercomputer system while blocking and non-blocking send/receive functions sometimes give buffer overflow when sending/receiving large amount of data.

In general, the one-dimensional decomposition is a classical technique for vector-type parallel computers (not for large number of CPUs) and two-dimensional decomposition is most suitable for vector massively-parallel computers (such as the Earth Simulator). Then the three-dimensional decomposition is most suitable for scalar massively parallel computers because the communication time is shortest as shown in Eq. (3).

A. SR16000/L2

On SR16000/L2 system, the Hitachi Optimized Fortran Compiler, the IBM XL Fortran Compiler and the IBM Parallel Environment for AIX 5L including the MPI 1.2 communication library are installed. As compiler options, we adopt
- Oss -parallel=0 -divopt -pvfunc=0 -nolimit
for the Hitachi Compiler and
- qfree=f90 -O3 -qarch=prw6 -qtune=pwr6
for the IBM Compiler. The meanings of these options are followings [6, 7]. -Oss: highest optimization option, -parallel=0: no automatic parallelization option, -divopt: conversion of division to multiplication, -pvfunc=0: no use of built-in vectorized mathematical functions, -nolimit: no time and memory limits to compile.

![Fig. 2. Computation time (T_S), communication time (T_C), and total parallel computation time (T_S + T_C) as a function of the number of processor core obtained from Eqs. (1) - (3). The dashed line is the computation time (T_S), the dotted lines indicate the communication times of one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional decomposition (T_C1, T_C2, T_C3). The total computation times are represented as solid lines. Here k1 and k2 are set to be 1 and 0.01, respectively, to simplify this figure.](image-url)
Fig. 3. Computational peak performance with the one (a and b), two (c and d) and three (e and f) decomposition. Left panels show the results not using SMT and right is results with SMT.
We evaluate the 8 nodes (256 cores) at maximum. Fig.3 shows the computational peak performance of the one (top panel), two (middle panel) and three (bottom panel) dimensional decompositions with the Hitachi and IBM compilers. The solid line shows the result with the Hitachi compiler, and the dashed line shows the result with the IBM compiler. Left panel shows the no SMT case and right is the results of SMT working. In the all dimensional decompositions, the computational peak performance scales linearly as the number of cores increases with both Hitachi and IBM compilers. As the peak performance with 256 cores, the one-dimensional decomposition gives 335.5 GFlops with Hitachi compiler and 308.4 GFlops with the IBM compiler. With SMT, we can use the 512 virtual cores on 256 real cores and then obtain 646.5 GFlops (Hitachi) and 611.5 GFlops (IBM) in one-dimensional decomposition. In these cases the performance efficiency exceeds 7% with 256 cores and 13.7% with 512 virtual cores (using SMT). Note SMT makes the number of core double virtually without change in the peak performance.

The computational peak performance of the two-dimensional decomposition method with 256 cores is 363.9 GFlops (Hitachi) and 323.9 GFlops (IBM). With SMT this method obtains 717.5 GFlops (Hitachi) and 655.7 GFlops (IBM) on 512 virtual cores. These performances are higher than the results of one-dimensional decomposition. The performance efficiency exceeds 15.0% (Hitachi) and 13.6% (IBM) with 512 virtual cores.

In the three-dimensional decomposition, we examined the two types of array (Type A and Type B) as described in Section 2. The format of (e) and (f) in Fig.3 is the same as (a)–(d) in Fig.3 while the gray solid line and the gray dotted line are added for results of Type B with the Hitachi compiler and the IBM compiler, respectively. The peak performance with virtual 512 cores of Type B with the Hitachi compiler (1023.7 GFlops) is the best in all cases, and the peak performance of Type A (683.8 GFlops) is much worse than that of Type B. With the IBM compiler, the peak performance of Type B (838.5 GFlops) is better than that of Type A (518.2 GFlops).

Fig.4 shows the comparison among the three decompositions. Left panel shows the results with the Hitachi compiler and right shows those with the IBM compiler. The three-dimensional decomposition Type B gives the best performance with both Hitachi and IBM compilers. The results of other decompositions are not so different but the three-dimensional decomposition Type A is worst in both Hitachi and IBM. In general, the three-dimensional decomposition gives a better performance than the two-dimensional decomposition on scalar parallel computers. This indicates the importance of cache hit tuning for POWER6 architecture. If its tuning is not considered in codes, vector like code (one and two-dimensional decomposition) obtain the good performance as compared with the scalar type code such as three-dimensional decomposition Type A. POWER6 has L2 4MB/core and L3 32MB/CPU. Thus using cache effectively is much more important.

![Fig. 4. Comparison of the three type of decompositions with the Hitachi (left) and IBM compilers (right).](image)

**B. FX1 and HX600**

On FX1 system, the Fujitsu Fortran Compiler and the Parallelnavi Language Package 3.2 including the MPI-1.2 communication library are installed. As compiler options, we adopt

- `-Am` `-Kfast, V9, prefetch_model=FX1, prefetch_indirect, pre_fetch_strong, mfunc=2`

for the Fujitsu Compiler.

On HX600 system, the Fujitsu Fortran Compiler, Parallelnavi Language Package for Linux V3.0L30 including the MPI-1.2 communication library are installed. As compiler options, we adopt


We evaluate the 256 nodes (1024 cores) at maximum on both FX1 and HX600 systems. The CPU architecture is different between FX1 and HX600 systems but the ideal performance of FX1 system (quad core SPARC64VII 2.5 GHz) is the same as HX600 system (quad core AMD Opteron 2.5 GHz). Fig.5
shows the computational peak performance of the one (top panel: a), two (middle: b) and three (bottom: c) dimensional decomposition on the FX1 and HX600 systems. The solid line shows the result on the FX1, and the dashed line shows the result on the HX600 system. In all decomposition on FX1 and
HX600 systems, the computational peak performance scales linearly as the number of cores increases. As the peak performance with 1024 cores, the one-dimensional decomposition gives 1.5708 TFlops on FX1 system and 1.7406 TFlops on HX600 system. In this case the performance efficiency is 15.8% and 17.0%.

The computational peak performance of the two-dimensional decomposition method with 1024 cores is 1.7542 TFlops and the performance efficiency exceeds 17% on FX1 system. On HX600 system this method obtains the peak performance 1.9395 TFlops and performance efficiency 18.9%.

In the three-dimensional decomposition, we also examined the two types of array (Type A and Type B). The format of (c) in Fig.5 is the same as (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 while the gray solid line and the gray dotted line are added for results of Type B with the FX1 and HX600 systems, respectively. The peak performance of Type B on FX1 system (2.0318 TFlops) is the best in the all decompositions, and the peak performance of Type A (1.6071 TFlops) is slightly worse than that of Type B. On HX600 system, on the other hand, the peak performance of Type A is 2.1391 TFlops and that of Type B is 1.5311 TFlops. These results indicate that the three-dimensional decomposition with the array of Type B is not effective on HX600 system.

In this study we have made performance measurements and tuning of MHD code for three types of scalar supercomputers, which are the SR16000/L2 supercomputer system at the Kyushu University, FX1 and HX600 supercomputer systems at the Nagoya University. These supercomputers consist of POWER6, SPARC64VII and Opteron processors, respectively. For the MHD code, we evaluated four types of decomposition methods: regular one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional domain decompositions and a cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition. We found that the three-dimensional decomposition method is the most suitable for these three supercomputers. Although the cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition is suitable for SR16000/L2 and FX1 systems, not cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition is suitable for HX600 system.

As results, we obtained the best performance of 1.0236 TFlops (performance efficiency 21.3%) with 512 virtual cores on SR16000/L2, 2.0318 TFlops (19.8%) with 1024 cores on FX1 system and 2.1391 TFlops (20.9%) with 1024 cores on HX600 system.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the three decompositions with 1024 cores on FX1 and HX600 systems. The three-dimensional decomposition gives the best performance with both FX1 (Type B) and HX600 (Type A) systems. On FX1 system there is no difference of peak performance among one, two and three (Type A) decompositions. On the other hand, on HX600 system two-dimensional decomposition obtains a better performance than the FX1 system case, however three-dimensional decomposition Type B is worst performance in all cases. The behavior of FX1 system performance is similar to that of SR16000/L2 system while the SPARC64VII on FX1 system does not have much cache (L2 6MB/CPU) as compared to the POWER6 (L2 4MB/core, L3 32MB/CPU). As results of three-dimensional decomposition Type A and B, using cache effectively is important for FX1 system. On HX600 system three-dimensional decomposition Type A and two-dimensional decomposition give good performance. This results show the cache tuning is not effective to HX600 system (quad core AMD Opteron).

IV. SUMMARY

In this study we have made performance measurements and tuning of MHD code for three types of scalar supercomputers, which are the SR16000/L2 supercomputer system at the Kyushu University, FX1 and HX600 supercomputer systems at the Nagoya University. These supercomputers consist of POWER6, SPARC64VII and Opteron processors, respectively. For the MHD code, we evaluated four types of decomposition methods: regular one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional domain decompositions and a cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition. We found that the three-dimensional decomposition method is the most suitable for these three supercomputers. Although the cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition is suitable for SR16000/L2 and FX1 systems, not cache hit considered type of three-dimensional decomposition is suitable for HX600 system.
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